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Country influenced rock and pop with four part vocal harmonies. 13 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Modern

Country, ROCK: Roots Rock Details: Band leader Rory Cummings talks about the band: The foundation

of Redhill Road is our interest in songwriting. The band's name is even derived from the name of the

street Ralph lived on when we first started getting together to work on music almost 25 years ago. Redhill

Road really came into being in order to flesh out the songwriting and provide us with an opportunity to

hear our songs worked out in a larger context. The dynamic vocal harmonies and fully realized

arrangements give the songs a polish that Ralph and I wouldn't be able to attain working on our own. The

care and attention Reeves and Brad bring to the recording process also brings big and small

improvements to each tune. Playing together live has turned out to be a happy extension of working on

the songs. The combined playing and performing experience of the individual members is substantial,

even though the current incarnation of Redhill Road is really only about two years old. Ralph and I have

kicked around lots of small clubs and pubs, particularly when we played with Jim Bird in the One Shot

band. Reeves has a tremendous touring history, having played in show and lounge bands throughout

North America, including Florida and Las Vegas. (This explains why other bands are always asking if our

bass player is free!) Brad's younger days also saw him tour all over southern and central Ontario,

including a gig at the infamous Kee to Bala with his band The Freedom Sound. During the last year

Redhill Road has played everything from house parties for ten people to a country festival mainstage in

front of several hundred. The live shows highlight the band's acoustic roots, throwing a spotlight on our

energetic rhythm work, vibrant harmonies and the sheer fun we have playing and singing together. If

you'd like information about booking Redhill Road please email us.
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